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Abstract: English Department Students of Faculty of Languages and 
Letters of Dian Nuswantoro University usually have difficulties in 
writing English Texts. Those difficulties deal with the way to organize 
ideational meaning in their texts. Based on that fact. this study was 
conducted to know the realization of ideational meaning in the 
students' texts. especially recounts. The data were taken from the 
students' recounts. andfor the sake of this study. 10 recounts were 
chosen as the data. To analyze the data. Halliday and Matthiessen 's 
framework (1999) was applied to get a deep understanding of 
Ideational Meaning. The result shows that in organizing the 
Ideational Meanings in their recounts. the students used sequences. 
figures. the elements of figures: Process. Participant, and 
Circumstances; and the realization of those elements in 
lexicogrammar. Kinds of sequences (clause complexes) the student 
mostly made in their recount are enhancement, and extension. 
Elaboration, locution or idea have lower portion compared to the 
two sequences mentioned above. Four kinds offigures arefound in 
the students recounts. Those are figure of doing (material and 
behavioral processes), figure of sensing (mental process). figure of 
saying (verbal process), and figure of being (relational: attributive. 
identifying) process. and existential process). Among the four figures 
mentioned above, figures of doing (material processes) with actor 
and goal as the key participants dominate in all texts. 112 
circumstances (circumstances of time, place. manner, matter, and 
accompaniment) are found in the students' recounts. Those 
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Four kinds of figures are found in the students recounts. Those are 
figure of doing (material and behavioral processes), figure of sensing 
(mental process), figure of saying (verbal process), and figure of being 
(relational: attributive, identifying) process, and existential process). 
Among the four figures mentioned above, figures of doing (material 
processes) the actor and goal become the key participants that dominate all 
texts. It means that the clauses in their recounts are centrally concerned on 
actions and events. 
112 circumstances (circumstances oftime, place, manner, matter, and 
accompaniment) are found in the students' recounts. Those circumstances 
are realized in simple and macro circumstances. The number of macro 
circumstances is higher than that of simple ones. It shows that the students 
can produce circumstances in more than one word in which there is a 
participant in it. 
Since personal recount is a text, telling someone's past experience, 
the realization of participants in their recounts are mostly conscious simple 
things like /, you, we, Linda, etc. Simple qualities only exist in relational 
(attributive) process. The processes are mostly realized in polar non-phasal 
verbs in past tense and the students rarely made polar phasal verbs in their 
recounts. 
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